[The therapeutic preparation and management characteristics of patients following emergency prostatic adenomectomy].
Basing on the analysis of 136 urgent radical surgeries for acute retention of urine in prostatic adenoma patients, the author specifies indications for immediate and delayed adenomectomies. These were combined in a group of urgent adenomectomies because they were not preceded with cystostomy, being performed in one-stage for acute urologic disorders. Immediate operations (36.1%) were conducted within 3 post-admission days unless radical surgery was contraindicated. Delayed operations (63.9%) needed preoperative drug correction of complicating disorders, mainly cardiovascular. The operative risk arose due to complications of the adenoma itself, urological and cardiovascular diseases. Among the latter cardiac and cerebral ischemia occurred most commonly. It was proved useful to drain the bladder with a permanent urethral catheter when preparing patients for delayed adenomectomy. High efficacy (91.9%) of urgent adenomectomy for acute retention of urine in preexisting somatic diseases suggests its significant practical value.